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Application of the continuous wavelet transform to the fluctuations
and electric field analysis in the H-1 heliac
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Australia
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~Presented on 19 June 2000!

We apply the continuous wavelet transform~CWT! and a CWT spectral technique to the analysis of
the time-resolved fluctuation-driven particle flux in the H-1 heliac. The results confirm that in some
cases the outward radial flux reverses its direction. In addition, time-resolved frequency spectra of
fluctuation signals obtained by CWT show that the dominant frequency component as a function of
time closely follows changes in the radial electric field. This suggests that theVE3B drift velocity
dominates the poloidal phase velocity of the fluctuations in the laboratory frame, in which case the
time-resolved frequency can be used to characterize the radial electric field. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1310583#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The wavelet transform has proven to be a useful too
time-frequency analysis of transient signals in plas
physics.1–3 In this article, we apply the continuous wavel
transform~CWT! to the fluctuation signals measured in t
H-1 heliac. We reformulate the spectral techniques int
duced by Powers,4 by replacing the Fourier transform wit
the CWT, to study time-resolved fluctuation-driven partic
transport. Time evolution of the dominant frequency comp
nent of the fluctuations and its correlation with the rad
electric field are also studied. The article is organized
follows. In Sec. II, the CWT and the CWT spectral techniq
are discussed. In Sec. III the main results are presen
which is followed by a summary in Sec. IV.

II. THE CWT AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE STUDY
OF FLUCTUATIONS AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT

The time-frequency spectrum of a nonstationary sig
can be obtained using the wavelet transform. The wav
transform uses a family of compressed and stretched w
lets from a mother wavelet to analyze a signal. These wa
lets are known as analyzing wavelets. There are analo
and differences between the wavelet transform and the w
dowed Fourier transform, also known as the short time F
rier transform~STFT!.5,6 Both transforms use a set of an
lyzing signals, which have finite effective support in the tim
domain, and the spectra of these analyzing signals have fi
effective support in the frequency domain. The major diff
ence between them is that in the STFT, the analyzing sig
have the same time width during the analysis of freque
contents of a signal, while in the wavelet transform, the ti
widths of analyzing wavelets are adapted to the freque
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components they are analyzing. For high frequencies
wavelets are very narrow, and for low frequencies the wa
lets are much broader. As a result, the wavelet transform
better able than the STFT to ‘‘zoom in’’ on very short-live
high frequency phenomena, such as transients in sign
while still being able to have the low frequency compone
resolved in the time and frequency domains.

In this article, the continuous wavelet transform is e
ployed, which is defined as

C~a,b!5
1

Aa
E

2`

`

f ~ t !cS t2b

a Ddt, ~1!

where f (t) is the signal being analyzed,c@(t2b)/a# is the
analyzing wavelet witha and b being the scale factor an
position factor respectively, andC(a,b) are the CWT coef-
ficients. The larger the scale factora, the longer the wavele
in the time domain. Each analyzing wavelet at a particu
scalea analyzes a frequency band of the signal centered
frequencyv. The scale factora is inversely proportional to
the frequencyv. The position factorb indicates the location
of the analyzing wavelet on the time axis. A plot ofC(a,b)
versus a set ofa’s andb’s gives the time-frequency spectrum
of a signal. In our work, a complex Morlet wavelet is used
the mother wavelet in the CWT. The CWT coefficients o
tained are also complex numbers containing magnitude
phase information of signal frequency components.

Powers4 has derived the time-averaged fluctuatio
driven particle flux as

^ñṼr&5
1

B
^ñẼp&5

2

B
ReE

0

`

pñẼp
~v!dv, ~2!

where the pointed brackets denote a time average,ñ is the
fluctuating electron density, in a toroidal geometryṼr is the
fluctuating radial velocity of particles in a plasma cross s
il:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tion, Ẽp is the fluctuating poloidal electric field, andB is the
toroidal magnetic field. ThePñẼp

is the cross-power spec

trum of ñ and Ẽp

PñẼp
~v!5Fñ

* ~v!FẼp
~v!, ~3!

whereFñ(v), FẼp
(v) are the Fourier transforms ofñ andẼp ,

respectively, and the asterisk denotes the complex conjug
The Re in the front of the integral in Eq.~2! denotes the rea
part of the integral.

In order to obtain a ‘‘time-resolved particle flux,’’ we
replace Eq.~3! with

PñẼp
~a,b!5CWTñ

* ~a,b!CWTẼp
~a,b!, ~4!

where CWTñ* (a,b) are the complex conjugates of the CW
coefficients ofñ, and CWTẼp

(a,b) are the CWT coefficients

of Ẽp . Now Eq. ~2! can be rewritten as

^ñṼr&b5
1

B
^ñẼp&b5

2

B
ReE

0

`

pñẼp
~a,b!da. ~5!

Equation~5! calculates the total particle flux, which i
the sum of the flux contributed from all frequency comp
nents, near the time indicated byb. In the CWT spectral
technique the flux contributed from the lower frequen
components is averaged over longer time windows, while
flux contributed from higher frequency components is av
aged over shorter time windows to give a better time reso
tion to the fast changing particle flux.

III. RESULTS

A. Time-resolved radial particle flux

H-1 is a helical axis stellarator having a major radius
1.0 m and a mean minor radius of about 0.2 m. The data u
in this article were obtained at low magnetic fields~,0.2 T!.
The plasma was produced and sustained by 50–80 ms p
of radio frequency power of up to 100 kW at 7 MHz. Ele
tron temperatures in the discharge were low enough~Te
55–30 eV! for probes to be used in the inner regions of t
plasma.

In the H-1 heliac, two improved confinement mod
were observed, distinguished by fluctuation behavior acr
the transition to the high confinement mode.7 In the so-called
‘‘quiescent’’ high mode the fluctuation level drops by mo
than an order of magnitude compared to the low mode. In
‘‘fluctuating’’ high mode fluctuations persist after the trans
tion. Figure 1 shows the ion saturation current and the po
dal electric field in a typical plasma shot, with a transiti
from the low to the fluctuating high confinement mode a
proximately 27 ms after the start of the plasma.

In Fig. 1 the ion saturation currentI s and the poloidal
electric fieldEp are obtained from the measurements of t
poloidally separated Langmuir probes positioned atr /ap

'0.38, whereap is the mean radius of the last closed ma
netic surface. The Langmuire probe signals were sample
200 kHz.

To obtain a time-resolved particle flux, the CWT h
been performed onI s andEp , respectively. Here we assum
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that I s}n. It was found that the main energy of the spectru
of both I s andEp is in the frequency range of 4–26 kHz. Th
CWT magnitude spectra ofI s andEp in this frequency range
are shown in Fig. 2, where the scales are shown to the r
on they axis, with their corresponding frequencies to the le
The magnitudes of the CWT coefficients are shown w
gray scales.

In Fig. 2 the dominant frequency component in bothI s

andEp is centered at about 13 kHz in the low confineme
mode, and then it drops to about 5 kHz in the high confin
ment mode. Using Eqs.~4! and ~5! in Sec. II the time-
resolved radial particle flux is obtained as shown in Fig.
The flux contributed from the frequency band centered
about 13 kHz has a time resolution of;0.16 ms, which is
the effective length of the analyzing Morlet wavelet used
analyze that frequency band. While the flux contributed fro
the frequency band centered at about 5 kHz has a time r
lution of ;0.4 ms.

FIG. 1. The ion saturation current~a! and the poloidal electric field~b!
measured at the radial positionr /ap'0.38,ap being the mean radius of the
last closed magnetic surface. Plasma shot No. 26882.

FIG. 2. The CWT magnitude spectrum ofI s ~a! and ofEp ~b!. The scales
are shown to the right on they axis, with their corresponding frequencies
the left; the magnitudes of the coefficients are shown in gray scales.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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The flux shown in Fig. 3 oscillates with its average d
rected outwards in the low confinement mode. A clear fl
reversal occurs at about 27 ms into the discharge. In
fluctuating high confinement mode, the flux is direct
steadily inwards. The modification in particle transport d
ing and after the low to the fluctuating high confineme
mode transition observed in H-1 is mainly due to the cha
of the relative phase between theI s andEp .8

B. Dependence of the fluctuation frequency on the
radial electric field

It has been shown in Ref. 9 that the fluctuations in
low confinement mode in H-1 propagate in the lab fra
with the EÃB drift velocity. Here we attempt to find a cor
relation between the time-resolved fluctuation frequency
tained using CWT and the average radial electric field
H-1. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

The data in Fig. 4 is from a plasma shot, which exhib
a transition from the low to the quiescent high confinem
mode at approximately 50 ms into the discharge. In Fig. 4~b!,
the average radial electric fieldEr is derived from the plasma
potentials measured by two triple probes:10 one fixed at
r /ap'0.33 and another atr /ap'1. The dominant frequency
component as a function of time shown in Fig. 4~c! was
obtained from the CWT spectrum of the ion saturation c
rent signal shown in Fig. 4~a!.

It is shown in Fig. 4 that the frequency of the domina
fluctuation component closely follows changes in the elec
field during the time interval when the plasma is in the lo
confinement mode~up to 50 ms!. This result supports the
view that the frequency observed in the lab frame is due
the EÃB Doppler shift. The idea of estimating the time
resolved plasma rotation velocity from the evolution in t
fluctuation frequency has also been used in the recent ex
ments on the DIII-D tokamak.11

IV. SUMMARY

It has been shown that the time-resolved turbulen
driven radial particle flux in plasma can be estimated us
the CWT spectral technique. This technique might be p
ticularly useful when studying the behavior of the turbule
transport in nonstationary plasma conditions, like, for e
ample, dithering cycles. The results presented in this art

FIG. 3. Time-resolved radial particle flux in arbitrary units.
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confirm that the radial flux reverses during the transiti
from the low to the fluctuating high confinement mode in t
H-1 heliac as discussed in Refs. 7–9.

A strong correlation between the fluctuation frequen
and the radial electric field has also been visualized using
CWT. The application of wavelet analysis to the tempo
evolution of the fluctuation frequency in a situation when t
fluctuation phase velocity in the lab frame is dominated
the E3B drift can ~with certain caution! be used as a diag
nostic tool to estimate the time-resolved radial electric fie
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